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Abstract: Renewable energy has become one of the most energy resources nowadays, especially, wind energy. It 

is important to implement more analysis and develop new control algorithms due to the rapid changes in the 

wind generators size and the power electronics development in wind energy applications. This paper proposes a 

grid-connected wind energy conversion system (WECS) control scheme using permanent magnet synchronous 

generator (PMSG). The model works to improve the delivered power quality and maximize its value. The system 

contained one controller on the grid side converter (GSC) and two simulation packages used to simulate this 

model, which were PSIM software package for simulating power circuit and power electronics converters, and 

MATLAB software package for simulating the controller on Simulink. It employed a meta-heuristic technique to 

fulfil this target effectively. Mine-blast algorithm (MBA) and harmony search optimization technique (HSO) 

were applied to the proposed method to get the best controller coefficient to ensure maximum power to the grid 

and minimize the overshoot and the steady state error for the different control signals. The comparison between 

the results of the MBA and the HSO showed that the MBA gave better results with the proposed system 

 

I. Introduction 
The worldwide demand for energy is increasing gradually. Renewable energy could be a useful power 

source to reduce the fossil fuel consumption and its corresponding pollution. Wind energy is a powerful 

renewable source, which could be used in many areas. Various types of wind generators have been used in 

WECS, for example, double-fed induction generator (DFIG), the wound rotor synchronous generator, squirrel-

cage induction generator, high-temperature-superconducting synchronous generator, and permanent magnet 

synchronous generator (PMSG). To extract the maximum power from systems with variable speed wind 

turbines (VSWT), different power converters and control topologies could be used. The advantages of VSWT 

compared with fixed speed generators are that the extracted energy could be increased, operating at maximum 

power point is possible, and the efficiency along with the power quality could be improved [1]. Using a direct 

drive PMSG could improve meaningfully the dependability of VSWT. Although many types of generators could 

be used in WECS, the PMSG plays a chief role in the market [2, 3]. Modelling and control of this system has 

been implemented for grid-tie [4-7] or stand-alone system [8].Also, proportional resonant controllers were used 

to help in the elimination of steady-state error and enhance the performance of the reference tracking of the 

converter [9]. The advantages of PMSG are the possibility of multi-pole design that ensures, gearless WECS 

construction possibility, operating with slow speed, and free maintenance operation as no brushes exist. The 

significant disadvantage of PMSG is that the output voltage depends on the speed of rotation. Many applications 

and control systems were applied on this system [10-19]. Also, many algorithms were used to such problems 

[20-25]. It is possible that the minimum voltage and maximum voltage difference could reach four times in the 

applications of VSWT [26]. This disadvantage could be simply overcome with the help of a suitable interfacing 

converter. Optimum power/torque tracking strategies are commonly used as they help to achieve optimum wind 

energy extraction. They use the velocity of the wind in order to determine the required shaft speed to vary the 

speed of the generator. However, anemometer based control strategy decreases the system reliability and 

increases cost. This control strategy may not suit or may be with high cost for a small scale wind turbine system. 

In this paper, a proposed system was introduced containing a fully controlled inverter. MBA optimization 

technique [27] was implemented to get the maximum power under a certain grid voltage. A comparison of the 

proposed system results with the results of the same system using HSO technique [28] was carried out to 

identify the best technique. The comparative analysis of the results showed that the MBA was the better one.  

Section 2 introduces the materials and methods including the mathematical model and the optimization 

algorithms. The results and the discussion are presented in section 3. Section 4 will introduce the conclusions of 

the work. 
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II. Research Method 
The system would be built on PSIM software to simulate the response of WECS. The controller and the 

optimization algorithm would be simulated with Matlab/Simulink [29]. The model containes a direct-driven 

wind turbine without gearbox, a PMSG, an uncontrolled rectifier, a DC link, a fully controlled inverter, and a 

transmission line to the grid as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. System block diagram 

 

Two power converters used in the system are uncontrolled three-phase rectifier, used in machine side 

for the conversion of the PMSG output to DC power, and a fully controlled three-phase inverter, used for the 

DC to AC power conversion that could be transmitted to the grid. A PI controller would be used to generate the 

inverter switches firing angles using pulse width modulation (PWM). The controller gains could be determined 

using a meta-heuristic optimization technique to get the optimum wave form delivered to the grid as shown in 

Figure 2. Furthuremore, only a proper estimate of the filter resistance and inductance would be required for the 

design. The controller performance would be evaluated by the simulation results analysis for various quantities 

with two different optimization techniques –MBA and HSO. The quantities under consideration are the power 

and the average power delivered to the grid (Po, Avg. Po), the wind turbine speed and the mechanical torque 

(Nm ,Tem), the three-phase generator terminal current, the three-phase grid side current, and the dc-link voltage. 

These two optimization techniques results would be compared to identify the best one for maximum power 

extraction delivered from WECS. Figure 3 represents the relation between the generator speed and the extracted 

power at different wind speed. It indicates that the maximum power could be captured from the wind turbines 

only if they are of a variable speed type. 

 

 
Figure 2. System controller 
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Figure 3. Speed-power curve 

 

II.1. Mathematical model 

Wind turbine power is computed as [14]: 

= 1 
3 

(1) 

4 

   

 

where is the power of the turbine, is the density of the air, A is the swept area of the turbine, CP is the 

performance coefficient and is the speed value of the wind. 

 

 

Dynamic model of the PMSG could be introduced as: 

=+   − (2) 

=+   − (3) 

 

where the d–q components of the stator voltage are and , and the d–q components of the stator current 

are and . and are the d–q components of the stator flux linkage. is the resistance of the stator. The electric 

angular rotor speed is (rad/s). The d–q components of the stator flux linkage could be expressed as: where is the 

d-axis inductance and flux linkage. 

 

II.2. MBA technique 

Observation of the explosion a mine bomb was the main purpose of constructing the MBA, where 

thrown shrapnel pieces would collide with possible mine bombs in an explosion area causing further explosion. 

The discovery of the location of the optimum point of the most explosive bomb is the objective [27]. Mine 

bombs planted under the ground are with versatile sizes or power of explosion. Any bomb would spread many 

shrapnel pieces when it is exploded as shown in Figure 4. Each piece of shrapnel would cause victims. If the 

number of victims per piece in an area is high, so existence of other mines in this area might be taken into 

consideration. These mines might be with a higher power of explosion. There are certain directions and 

distances for each shrapnel piece would collide with other mine bombs, which may be the reason of the 

explosion of others. The discovery of the most explosive mine could be recognized. The objective function 

fitness at the mine bomb’s location would be considered a mine bomb explosion by the victims. 
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Figure 4. Mine blast algorithm 

 

The suggested MBA technique starts initially with a point(s) named the first shot point(s). This point 

could be defined as 0 , where f is a parameter defined by the user, which equals the number of first shot point(s), 

(f = 1, 2, 3, . . .). The first shot point(s) location(s) might be assumed randomly by the algorithm using the 

problem upper and lower boundaries. MBA, similar to other meta-heuristic techniques, requires initially a 

population of individuals. Using the first shot explosion, MBA could generate a population to produce shrapnel 

pieces (individuals). is the initial population and its value is according to shrapnel pieces value . 

 

A small randomly generated value would be created by the first shot point to give the value: 

0 =   +×(   −    ) (6) 

 

Here 0 is the initial first shot point, LB is the lower boundary and UB is the upper boundary of the problem. The 

term (rand) is to indicate that the distribution is uniform between [0, 1] randomly. Using many first shot points 

would increase the initial populations and number of functions to be evaluated. 

 

Assume to be the mine bomb current location and expressed as: 

={  }, = 1,2,3,4, … … … . , (7) 

The variable equals the search space dimension, which shrapnel pieces of an explosion 

would cause 

another bomb to explode at    +1 location:   

        

=   +    (−√   +1 )   ,   = 0,1,2 (8) 
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  +1 (   +1)       

        +1   

 

where (   +1) is the exploding mine bomb location, which was collided by shrapnel,   +1 is the distance, and   +1 is 

the thrown shrapnel pieces slope (direction) in each iteration. 

The location is expressed as:    

 (   +1)     

 =××(  ) ,   = 0,1,2,3   (9) 

(   +1)      

(  ) is the shrapnel pieces angle, which could be obtained from   = 360  in constant value. 

 

    

     

 

In (9) is used for real world simulation of mine bomb’s explosion. Each individual (shrapnel piece) has variable 

distances with definite directions from the explosion point. The best optimum point could be obtained by 

exploring –at each iteration– the domain space in 360◦, which is specified by and . 

The value of would be set to 
360

 to carry out a uniform search. By this procedure, accumulation of individuals in 

a specific region might be prevented. 

In (8), the obtained blast point progress is done using the exponential term by manipulating the information 

from previous solutions ( ). The shrapnel pieces distance (  +1) and direction (    +1) are: 

 

  +1 = √(  +1 − )
2
 + (    +1 −   )

2
 ,= 0,1, (10) 

     −      

 =   +1   , = 0,1,2,3 , (11) 

  

+1 

  −   

     

        

     +1      

 

where (F) is the function value of the (  ). The initial distance would be calculated by 0= ( −     ) in each 

dimension used. To search optimum solution, the initial distance would be proposed within a range ( 

 

< 0< ), which is computed by multiplying a randomly generated number and the initial distance. Searching 

factor (  ) is used to conduct design space exploration at smaller and larger distances. This constant would be 

compared with an iteration number index (k) to begin the exploration process if it is larger than k. 

 

Exploration of the solution space could be indicated as: 

  +1 =  × (||)
2
 , = 0,1,2, …. (12) 

   =  ×(   ), = 0,1,2, …. (13) 

 (  +1)      

 

In (13) modifies each shrapnel pieces’ distance. ( | | )
2
 Provides better exploration of the ability to search. Hence, 

they shift closer to an optimum point quickly during a small number of iterations. The larger the ( ) value, the 

more remote regions to explore as the (  ) value is used to assign the exploration intensity. The ability of the 

search would be increased globally using this methodology; gradual reduction in the distance of shrapnel pieces 

would allow better probable search for the bomb’s location. The decrease in 0 is given as: 
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=    −1  = 1,2,3, (14) 

   

      

        (  )   

    

 

where k and are the iteration number index and decrease constant, respectively. The constsnt(  ), which 

is a user parameter, depends on the problem difficulty. The effect of ( ) is to decrease the distance of each 

shrapnel pieces against as introduced in (14). Therefore, the problem interval is totally searched between lower 

and upper boundaries. To find the optimum solution globally, the shrapnel distance value would be roughly set 

to zero in the final iteration. Two processes could be implemented for searching the solution domain: the 

exploration procedure and exploitation procedure. Whole search towards the optimal solution is got by the 

difference between these two processes, which in what way they affect specifically. ( ) is used as an exploration 

factor to signify the value of the first iterations. Later, if (  ) is set to a certain number of iterations, then for this 

iterations number the algorithm would calculate the distance and the explosion location as illustrated in (13) and 

(14), respectively. For the exploitation process, the algorithm is interested on the optimum point. Exactly, 

considering the process of exploitation, it would determine the exploded mine bomb location, shrapnel pieces’ 

direction and distance, respectively. The algorithm would converge to the global optimum solution as illustrated 

in (9), (10), and (11), then in (14) reduces adaptively. It converges to the objective function optimal solution of 

shrapnel pieces’ distance. The flow chart in Figure 5 will illustrate the steps of algorithm. 

 

II.3. HSO technique 

A meta-heuristic algorithm called HSO, it was stimulated by the basic principles of the musicians’ 

invention of searching for the harmony with a perfect state of harmony musical process in order to obtain the 

best solution in an optimization process with the harmony in music analogously [28]. To get the best tune, a 

musician plays different segments of notes of changed musical instrument and find the best combination of 

frequency in music invention progression. In the same way, in the HSO algorithm, to minimize or maximize the 

objective function, selecte the best combination of existing solutions. Definitely, HSO was stimulated by 

managing musician’s equipment, who rapidly improve their individual, resulting in a beautiful harmony. HSO 

has mainly five steps: 

 

 Initialize the algorithm parameters 

In steps 1, specify the problem as follows: 

Minimize  f(x) as an objective function 

Subject toxj  ∈Xj, j=1, 2, 3, ……n 

where, xj is the set of each decision variable; xj: n is the number of decision variables, xi
L
≤ Xj≤ xi

U
 is 

the set of the lower and upper bounds of each decision variable. Here, the paremeters are specified and the 

harmony memory (HM) is the memory location where the solution vectors are stored. 

 

 Number of solution vectors in the harmony memory (HM) 

 Harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) 

 Pitch adjusting rate (PAR) 

 Number of inventions (NI), or stopping criterion; 

Here, adjusts the HM matrix to complete with a lot of solution vectors –created randomly – as the HMS. 

 
1 1 

… . 
1  

 1 2    

= 
2 2 

… . 
2 

(15) 

1 2 … .  

 : : :  

 [    … .]  

 1 2    

 

 Improve a new harmony 

Novel vector is created depending on pitch adjustment, memory consideration, and random selection, a 

new harmony is called improvisation would be generated. The first decision 1
1
 could b e chosen from the range 

1
1
 − 1 , and the same manner for the rest of decisions choice. HMCR [0,1], is the rate of selecting one value from 
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the stored historic values in the HM. (1 −MCR) is the rate of randomly choosing one value from the possible 

range of values. 

   ′ ∈  {  
1
 , 

2
 ,…..., 

1      
       ℎ   

′ 
← {       (16) 

′  ∈   ℎ (1 −) 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Flow chart of mine blast algorithm 

 

III. Results And Discussion 
Simulation programs have been used to simulate the system; PSIM/Simulink contained the WECS 

power circuit, and Matlab/Simulink had the control system and optimization technique. The wind turbine 

characteristics are shown in Table 1, and PMSG parameters are in Table 2 [30]. To get the best linkage between 

the Simulink and PSIM simulation, the sampling time for the simulation was taken 5μs, the total simulation time 

was taken 0.2s, and rung kutta fixed step solver were used. Also, a step change from 12 m/s to 18 m/s in wind 

speed was implemented on the system to study the response. The two optimization techniques were 

implemented on the system to find the controller parameters, which would lead to the goal of delivered power 

optimization. The settings for the MBA and HSO are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Table 1. Wind turbine model parameters 
 Parameter Value 

 Nominal output power 19 kw 
 Base wind speed 12 m/s 

 Base rotational speed 190 rpm 

 Moment of inertia 1 m 

   

 

Table 2. PMSG model parameters 
 Parameter Value 

 (stator resistance) 1 m 

 (inductance of d-axis) 1 m 

 (inductance of q-axis) 1 m 

P (number of poles) 30 

Moment of inertia 100 m 

 

Table 3. Control parameters of MBA 
 Parameter Value 

 No. of shrapnel pieces 50 

 Reduction factor 1.5 

 No. of function evaluations 10,000 

 No. of iterations 100 

 

Table 4. Control parameters of HSO 
 Parameter Value 

 Harmony memory (HM) 50 

 Harmony memory considering Rate (HMCR) 0.9 
 Pitch adjusting rate (PAR) 0.1-0.9 

 Band width 0.001-1 

 No. of iterations (NI) 200 

 

Figure 7 (see in appendix) presents the simulation results for the system using the MBA with 12 m/s 

speed. When the speed increased with 6 m/s, the system showed good response with that change. The simulation 

results for the system with HSO technique are shown in Figure 8 (see in appendix), considering the same 

conditions. The system quantities –power and the average power delivered to the grid (Po, Avg. Po), the wind 

turbine speed and the mechanical torque (Nm ,Tem), the three-phase generatorterminal current, the three-phase 

grid side current, and the dc-link voltage– were evaluated. Figure 9 illustrates the difference between the power 

curves with MBA and HSO techniques. The MBA response has less max positive and negative over shoot and 

reaches the steady state fast than HSO technique as well. Figure 10 depicts the DC link voltage with MBA and 

HSO techniques [31]. 

Comparing between the two systems responses, it could be noticed that the main change appeared in 

the DC link voltage curve and the power delivered curve. Also, the system response oscillated with HSO 

technique and had a max overshoot of 635V. The MBA technique response was better since it had a 610V max 

overshoot and there was no oscillation. From those results, it might be suggested that the use of the proposed 

technique with the impelementaion of the MBA would be able to give better results. 

 

 
Figure 9. The power delivered to grid for the two Figure 10. The DC link voltage for the two 

techniques techniques 
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IV. Conclusion 
A PMSG used in WECS connected to grid has been simulated. Matlab/Simulink software package was 

used to simulate the controller and optimization technique, and the PSIM software package was used to simulate 

the power circuits and power converter. The proposed system contained a direct-driven turbine without gearbox 

and an uncontrolled generator side converter that was used to covert the output of the generator to a DC power. 

A fully controlled inverter was used to covert the DC power in the DC link to AC power that would be delivered 

to the grid. A PI controller was used to generate the inverter switches firing angles using PWM, which 

parameters could be modified to get the optimum wave form delivered to the grid. Two optimization techniques-

MBA and HSO-were implemented on the controller and their results were compared. The MBA technique 

results were better as they had less maximum overshoot and less settling time than the results of the HSO 

technique. In conclusion, it could be recommended to use the MBA technique with the proposed system to get 

the best controller parameters that get the best wave form for the power delivered to the grid. 
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